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Mission Statement:
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Mike DeMayo-ME
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Create a portable liquid curtain
Structure for CIAS students to project
images on to during Imagine RIT

Project Goals:

-Portable catch trough that the device sits on, and catches/prevents any
splashing
-Lip that will create a water curtain that has a 16:9 ratio
-Servo system that allows certain parts of the water curtain to be automatically
“turned off”, or stop pouring water and can be controlled via a software
interface
-Liquid material that is optimal for projecting images on

Summary:

Once the scope of the project was clearly defined in MSDI, and the project team had a clear
understanding of exactly what the goals of this project we split the project into separate, near independent,
subprojects. The EE’s of the group worked on the automated control section of the projects, and further subdivided
the work from there, and the ME’s worked on the Mechanical Aspects of the project, and broke the final structure
into three individual projects.
The ME’s three subprojects were, the catch trough, the main structure, and the fluid to be used in the
structure. The first step was to build a prototype. This prototype was a shorter version of the main trough, and
was used to calculate the optimal fluid flow that would allow for the most laminar water curtain possible, and would
also be a proof of concept for the idea of the project itself, and the main structure. The catch trough was made of
wood angled in such a way so that the catch trough can rest entirely inside of it, and all water that falls on it would
drain into a pool in the center, where a pump sits that pumps the fluid back up to the main trough, making the
system able to run for hours with out maintenance or fluid refills required. The main trough was constructed
though trial and error and lessons learned. When finalized, the main structure was built to have adjustable doors
along the back to allow for adjustments of the water thickness going over the pour lip to be made in the field. The
structure also has a three section lip that create a 6’ wide curtain that will fall 42”. It is also responsible for holding
the solenoids and the doors blocking off sections of the water fall.
The EE's subprojects centered around controlling the flow of the water, as well as powering the unit.
Control was accomplished using sixteen solenoid actuators controlling eight sections of the water flow by lowering
small metal dams. (Two solenoids control a segment.) These were in turn connected to a microcontroller, which
allowed for interfacing to a host PC, in which the users could control the solenoids using a Python programming
library.
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Main Structure

Issues Overcome:

Leveling:
The issue of keeping the lip as level as possible was huge in the project. We had to take great
measures to make sure every part of the system was as level as possible to keep each minor error to add up in to a
large one, and the fluid not going over the lip easily. We overcame this issue by using jacks to prop up the structure
and doors on the back of the main trough to allow for manual adjustments before had. Also, while assembling the
legs, and placing the lip, we had to use specific assembly techniques to maintain a very tight tolerance, along with
being aware of the issue of levelness through the building of the catch trough and mounting of the solenoids.
Financing:
Near the end of the project, our projects budget was near depleted. Since we could no longer
rely on buying a part that might be best suited for the job, so we instead, would use scrap material to create our
own.
Time Restrictions: The time restriction of two quarters did not give us the amount of time we would have liked to
assemble the structure and run as many experiments on it as we would have liked, but given the time we had, we
worked to create a full initial structure, which future senior design teams could easily work off of.
Uniqueness:
Unlike most senior design projects, ours is truly one of a kind, and with no information about
past experiences or similar devices, we had to think outside of the box and perform many test and calculations to
create something nobody’s every seen, or tried before.
Interfacing:
Toward the beginning of the project, we were not sure how many sections of the waterfall we
would need to be able to control, or how they would interface with a host computer. Our initial plans involved a more
complex multi-controller setup with a master/slave approach, though over time this was simplified to a single
controller that switches eight solenoids. An open source library allows the controller to communicate to a host PC
over USB.
Assembly:
Given the size of the structure, and fragility of the main structure while being assembled, it
made fabrication difficult. The separate parts had to be worked on on separate floors at times. Given the size of the
catch trough (10’ x 30” x 17”) it is unable to fit in an elevator. This meant that we would have to occasionally move
all of our equipment and materials to separate building where we could find available space to work on, and store our
structure, which would all have to be transported, while staying on ground level.
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For addition information, visit our website at https://edge.rit.edu/content/P11301/public/Home
Special thanks to Rob Kraynik, for all his help in the ME machine shop
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